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Children's Responses
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A televised drama was edited such that a model respanded.constructively to an
o

interpersonal conflict in one version and aggressively in the other. .Fourth,

.

seventh, and tenth_graders (N.= 54) saw one of these versionsor a wildlife

documentary. They.were then given an opportunity to either "help" or "hurt"

a peer wha was completing a task. At all three-grade levels childrenwho

had seen models of 'constructive coping showed.greater frequency and,liuration

of prosOcial responding than subjects in other conditions. There appeared to

be no.differantial4 arousal for the conditions, suggesting that the prosocial

Model encouraged respo'nding that was incompatible with "hurting" another child;.

Results were discuCsed in terms of the effect of the context in which modeled

behaviors are embedded upon observets' subsequent aduptio6 gfehem.
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Children's Resporoes to Constructive and Aggressive

to Threet Situations An Television Drama-

ChildreO4s Respons0

.2

4

Television is widely recbgnized as a purveyor ,.of sociallmodeIs- to children,

but it is also frequentlycriticized for the lack of diversity of social-con-
..

ditions. and roles in which' behavioral models .appear (Leifer, Gordon & Graves

1914)., For example, although both aggressive and t,rosocial models are included

;

in programS and affectithe subSequent behavlors'of children who view them.

(Bryan & Schwartz 1971; Liebert: Neale & Davidsn 1973; Stein & Friedrich, In'

press), these, two types of.. models are usually presedted in stereotypically

different dramatic contexts. Prosocial behaviors are often featured in a

Context of slow-paced, bonconflictful, quiet entertainment, while aggression

almost invariably occurs after some dramatic provocation that is'action-filled

.and conflictful (Gerbner 1972). The effectiveness of piosocial responses to

dramatic provocation has not been studied, althbugh positive responseL'to

conflict,are reievant,and:realistic possibthtleS. The present study is

,
designed to examine the relative.effects of Irpadeled .prosocial and aggressive

responses to conflict situations.-

. The context in which a moLljng sequence is embedded may well affect the

degree to which .the behaviors, are adopted by observers, but there is little

evidence regarding the nature of the interaction between modeling cues and

. .mtext. The issue is especially relevant to assessing the effects of models

/.

that .show nonaggressive; conStrdttive reactions to conflict or threat situations:°,

'Gone popular hypothesis is that the effects of prosocial Models may not extend

to contexts that are trlical of modeled aggression, either because the morel !

poSitive behaviorSare less likely to be Aterlded to and learned, or because-
. *

the provocation itsehf arouses aggressive tendencies that are inimical to the



modeled prosocial behavior.

Children's'Response
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Tannenbaum' and Gaer (1965) finding that provocation".

scenes involving threat of,physical harm were emotionally arousing for viewers

suggestp this idea,
*

although behavioral effects Were not measured in this study.

..,
However, models who respond constructively 'to provocation might. actually

enhance subsequent prosOcial Te.sponding.by observers. ThiS poSsibility is sug,
,

Bested by Chittendeft's .(1942) report -that nursery-school children who tenaed

dominate in peer-play became moreOboperatie after.symbdIdc doll-play,

trainingin-positive responding to difficult situations with others. Since

activity level did not change, Chittenden's proceduresthe children's t

apparently encouraged responses that were incompatible with dominative behaviors.

Perhaps televised models who respon constructively to threat could also enhance.

constructive responSes-that are incompatible with ,p,hys.ical aggression in post-
.

viewing situations, effectvlight result from heighteped attention t'o

presociar models because their behavior-is distrepant from the aggreg'sion

that,stereotypically occurs }n television threat situations.--A second possiblity

is that arousal- inducing provbdat.iOn scenes might heighten peeformanceeffeCts

of modeling cues..

. . ,,,

In the present:eXperimeht, the effects of i'prosocial, constructiVe 're-
.-2

_ ____. 4z,
sponse to hreat and a physically- aggressive react-ion'td7the same. provocation

,-.

0.

were compared. Children and adole-scents watched a-television drama edited to

show onenof these two -types of response,..or they.saw a neutral pfogram.;0 Their

own interpersonal behaVior tendenCie, either proso6ial or aggressive, were

0 The 6.0 subjects were drawn from sik classropms at each of three'grade

levels in a Suburban Minneapolis school district. They'intluded 12 ,male and

12 female fourthgraders (mean aoe.= 9 years, 8 months; range =

0_ 0 0
.
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6 male and 6 female seventh graders ,(mean age F l3 range T2;27 14,4), and

12 male and 12 female tenth graders.- (mean age = 16,1; range = 15,1- - 17,Q).

The school district was predominantly middle- Class, and more than.,95% of,the

subjects were white.

Although age-related predictions were not central to the study, subjects

several ages were .included'in the interest.of generality of the television-

contenteffects. O

Stimuli
,

,...
A 22-minute artion-adventure television.program depicting an intense in.-

lerperaonai conflict was edited into two version's. =The. Conflict Centeredon a

police captiin who, whileacting as legal- guardian for a young boy, was framed..

on a bribery, charge by the bOy'S gangster uncle. 'In the Aggressioff version

it> the police. captain responded to the threat by refusing to cooperate with

investigators and by confrontingthegangster himself..This version was
.

,distinctive in that two scenes, both involving fist-fighting and one involying

-unfire,.were included. in the ConstruCtive Coping version, the aggressive

scenes were replaced with tbree scenes showing investigators gathering clva,
/

engaged in rgotiation, and collaborating on a:const'rtrctive solution '.to the.

,problem. No aggressionwas included. Additional minor variations occurred

in.the two versions in ord4'r to.preserve the dramatic continuity. in each,- but

the basic threat-depicting scenes appeared intact in both versions: Commercials

were removed from the edited prograMs, A more detailed suycmary of the two

versions appears in Collins (Note 1) afid is also available from the authors on

request.

Control subjects saw.a documentary about:ecological balanceon'the

African savanna. This program included no Modeling of interpersonal behaviors.

To equalize the length of the tapes, two commercials about the.production and

use of energy were inserted in the control tape.
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Procedure
. . ...

Experimenters.' Two white females conducted the study. Each experimenter
. .

1'

was assisted by a.white.famale or a white male,equipment operator.. The subjects
. .)

.

.

.

.

__,_
,

were .told that the expefimenters-Were "people, froM the university" who wanted
"- '

.

as

their help on'-"several projects."

Exposure to the stimulus. The experimenter

a

randomly' divided the - class

Into two groups, -each with half of the:males,atO'half.of the flmales in the

class, and assigned each

the

grOuP to separate rooms.

two groups from each classroom were

.

conditions (Aggression, Constructive

classroom contributed equally to

three

given

randomly

in the study.

To minimize classroom effects,

assigned

Coping,

Q.

'', but not

to 'some two of'the.

Control). In this way, a

to all, of the conditions

In each group of approximately 12-15 children, a condition

videotape was played back on a Sony CV-2200 videocorder and 'viewed on a 19"".

black-and-white television monitor. The. children, who viewed in rooms in

their school building, were toldto "relax-and enjoy the show

watching' at home-."

Dependent measure.. ImMediately after viewing, one

As if you were

male and_one female

horn each of the two viewing conditiOns in a cl.tssroom were asked to."help

--

:us on another project." They then .went to another classroom and responded

to a vet-Sion of'the Buss (1961) aggression Machine, similar to that employed

by,MalliCk'& McCandless (19.66). and by Liebertt'& Bayon (1972)% The remainder

of the subjects participated in another activity not reported here.

modified Buss procedure, called the "flelpliutt Machine'

the willingness of the'subjd'cts to help or hurt another

they.thought was working on a sound discrimination task

The

Was "used to assess

(fictitious)'child

in another room.

Although subjeCts could-neither see-nor.hear. theii alters,, they were'told that
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the light' on the gray response box in front of them would flash whenever the 2

alter- made an error on the hearing test. The, subject then had to decide to
..-.

_ .
push one of .the two buttons. They were told that the green "help" button Woilld

help the alter by eliminating a distract&g background°noise, \pile the red-

.'.'hurt's button would hurt the alter's performance by making the diStracting

noise louder. 'Subjects were also told that the longer they held--down either

button each time the indicator light flashed,'the'more they helped or 1-iurt the

. performance. Each subject wore 'safety earphones so as noCto flear. the

activity of the other subjects, and each response box was separated from the

others by, screens to pfevent subjects' noticing that the lights fOr all fotr

(z.

subjects flashe& simultaneously.

The entire procedure Tor testing each subject was controlled in an ad-

jacent'room so as to produce 20 trialS: Each trial lasted for 15 seconds;.and
,-
there was a 157setond interval between Xrials, The timing was automated by an

electric timer. attached to the response apparatus. Each subject's response on

each trial .(that is, whether he/she pushed the Help or the Hurilbutton) and.the

duration of that response were automatically recorded by an Esterline-Angus

pen recorder. This device was attached to the timer sd that the duration of

a r'dSponse could_bedeter-h-lined7with an accuracy of "second.

Four interpersonal response scores were computed for each subjeCt'o the

baSis of Help-Hurt responses. (a) Frequency of Help and (b) Frequency of Hurt

responses cons,isted of the number'oftiines out of the 20, trials thot the Help:

and the Hurt buttons were pushed., Subjects were in-,s-t-ructed to push only one
0 .-.

button on, each. trial. and tb push that button only once.' However, they were ,

free to hold tie button down as long,as-they_wished. IrLthe rare cases of

multiple button pushes per trial, only the first-push was counted. (c) Help-

Duration and (d) Hurt-Duration stores were calculated as the -total amount of

00006
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Iimeeach of the two .buttons was clepressed Oyer the 20 trials. Only the dura-
,

.tions of the bbtton puhesinclUded in the frequency.coun for each button

were added into the otal-duration scores:: The Help-Duration scores yielded

a split half xeliability.of-,88.

-It was necessary to-omit data .for.siX Subjects'arom th, analySis. Five
,

s.ets:of datamere,dropped becausetbe subjects failed to complete all'20 trials,

eitheribecause of external interfetences or inattention.'
u

misu-iderstood the Help-Hurt instruons aboUt signals for beginning and ending.

of trials. Table, 1 shows the original number of subjects by,sek, grade and

The sixth subject

condition and indicates §ubject loss. After the Help-Hurt measure:was
\.

completed and .subjects.' questionswereAnSwered, all subjects briefly answered

*.Written questions about the. plat' and the aharatters of.the-prograM 'they viewed.
0

Constructive Coping.

Resuls

Children were significantly more likely tO choose positive-respoDtes-on

the Help-Hurt measure rfter seeing th Constructive Coping program than after,

seeing either the Aggression or Control programs, Prosociql reSponse mans

.areshown in Figure 1. A theee-way analysis of-variance (sex x grade x condition)
0

t.

forounequalYs showed a signifibanteffect of conditidn. on the number of Help'

responses children-delivered (F =.3.65, df '2,36, 2 < .05). Newman-Keills com-

parisons of means (Winer, 1962) indicated that childnwhO viewed the ConstrUc-

tye Copingesequence gave more Help responses than children who viewed either
. .

the Aggression or the Control programs.(n < .05). Since Aggression condition

viewers did not differ from Control. subjecbs (a> ,OS), the condition effect

was most likely due to the enhancing effect of the ConstruCtive Coping yLrsion
.

a .

on,proocial responses rather' than to the deleterious effect of the.AggreS7

sion condition. Parallel but nouignificant condition differences were found,
7 . a'

:

-tor the-Help'-durtion-response measure (F < 1).'
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Frequency c): Help responses increased with grade
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8

(F
'-

0

= 7.26, df:= 2,36,

p < Newman-Keuls'comparisons of means showed that this effect was

primarily dile to.a significant increase in helping.from the.fourth to the tenth

grades (R < .01). Severith graders'-helping tendencies were not different from

those of either older or younger subjects (R>:.05). This grade pattern was

not apparent on the Help duration measure (R.> 05). There was"no interamtion

involving grade.;
Pf

.

There were no sex. differences on either the frequency or the duration

indices of helping (F < 1 for both).

Aggressio

Condition effects.on.aggressive-behavior (Hurt) scores were also pronounced,

as Figure 2-shoWs. Children who saw the Aggression Program were; significantly

7 ')
more aggressive than children -inthe Const'rUctive"COping condition on:bcith fo

Frequency and Duration indices (Newman-Keul, p < .05); hoWever, the Aggression-
. .

Controldifference was not significant (2. > .Thus,.ttle Constructive Coping

modelinVagain appears responible'-fol: condition effects on.both the fiequency,

of Hurt responses:(F.= 3.55, df = 2;36,- R,< .05) and the Hurt-duration measure

(F = 3.54, df 2,36, R < .05).

The tendency Tin- aggressive. responding decreased With .grade. in both fre-

quency = 6.01, df = 2,36, 2!< .01) and duration. (F = 4.73, df 2,36i,R,< .05)

Newman-Keuls comparisons of means ftirther,indicated that fourth graders.' scores

on both frequency and duration were ,significantly.greater than tenth graders'

"(p. < but sevent1 eraders' scores were not significantly different,from

those of the other- tww.age 'groups "(R> .05)./ No other main effects or inter-

actions appeared in analySes of the Help-Hurt responses:

;-)
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Aggression scores were highly-negatively correlated with Fr,equency of
. .. . . ,

Help (r-= -.98. for frequency of Hurt, 'r =',.81 fdr,Hurt-Dura.tton;. for both,

,
, 7

.

. .

JR.< .001), and'Help Duration scores 41,1' --=/.66'for Frequency of Hort,. -.41 ._

for r-Hurt 7JUration; for both, .001y, Interc'orxelations for-each grade levels

separately were similarly high and negative.

A1'ouSal 0

Since arousal is often thought"to account for effects of mass-media vi6-
o

lente,,an analyis, was performedtb determine whether the prosocial.anA
. ,

aggressive conditions ,Were differentially arousing. If the Constructive Cop-

ing version proved to be, le s arousing than the Aggression ,and. Control versions;

the contrasting effedts the two prograTs mightbe attributable to the

differential arousal'effects of tbie models"rather,than the specific disinhi-
.

'bition effects. of 'their behaViorS. Consequently, an analysis "of combiped

.CbtaI-duration of ;Help and Hurt scores representingtotal button, - pushing'
-

actiVity, was performed. _There was no difference betcqeen donditionS1*(F < 1) on

this "activity in'dex,." indicating that condition 'differances in response patterns

were probably pot an artifact of different total amounfs of responding.

Discussion

The results indicate that viewing modeled constructive responses to provo-.

.5'

cation enhances general prosocdal responding and inhibits aggressive responding.

This was true-even trough the stimulus programs ',apparently did not induce dif-

'ferent revels of activity. The most plausible eN.plana.tion for these eEfe,c..ts'

s that the Clstructive-Coping subjects- were affected by modeling e9es that

were incompatible with the less 'positive responses available to Ithem. The
0

finding is l'eminiscent both of,Chittenden's (1942) results and Davitz's (1952)

evidende thy.t training children in constructive activities increases the like-

lihOodbf constructive reactions following frustration. Perlaps_televised
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models provide such training for young obsevers. This may be particularly
-,

,-

. ,
.. t ` , -,,

,..', true when the models themselves are responding to provocative circumstances-
A

_.

Children's. Responses
10

,,, .

that are stereotyped contexts'fo rggressive responding.

The strong effect of the CbristructiVeeCopinOondition was found- at all
-.:.-

. 1 : .-

.three age lever e-,s. At the same tim there was some indication that.absolutq.

-4

e 4

levels, of.'positive-rgsponding increased and hostile resp6nding decreased as a
.

..
firaction of :.ge level. While ane'gatiVe. correlation between the two is not

surprising, there is little 1 asis', either in the present.,5 udy or. in the ex- C

,

isting literature Fesbb \ch 1970'; Rosenhan 1972), f6r:explgIning this`

particular pattern of mean score . It may be that tendencies to choose the

prosocial alternatiVe in a forced-6boice situa/tion like. the Hely,Hurt measure_
.

-

increases with agei-produ4ng a corresponding dectease in aggressive respond-

ing; or aggressive choices themselves may be less likely.with increasing age,
- -

4

making prosocial alte'rnatives more likely'. Tbefactthat Hurt-Duration scores

decreased significantly across grades, while Help-Duration scores showed no

-grade effects, makes the Latter explanation pore-cedible.. However;. it is

possible, that inverse age-related pattern 'for the ,frequency scores is not due

to either of the simple causal relationships mentioned.previousiy. Rather,, it
.

, . .

maybe explainable by two related phenomena: (1) socialization practices that
,

encbtlrage constructive-responding while discouraging aggressive behaviors; as

well as (2) the'developmentof empathic cognitive and affectivescapabilities

that are incompatible with aggression (Feshbiifh & Feshbach,'Note:2), but that ..

.

----- .

might facilitate prosocial responding,,' The fact that both frequency and
, .

duration indices..of.positive and.hostile-responding are negatively-correlated '

within,eah grade level suggests that, if these latter processes do affect

00012
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social responding, they have begun to do so by third grade and progres'sively

affect children's behavior into high school..

A pertinent hypothesis implied by these data is that4odeled prOsocial

_ -

responSes to anittrousal-inducing provocation may be even more potent than
--

mod aggression in similar provocative-contexts. A test of this hypothesig

e

requires an equivalence of modeling instances that cannot be assumed for .the

present stimuli; consequently; the fact that bah "Help" and "alit?" response
-.. ' .

,
. , i s.

i

patterns aOpear to result from the increase4in Help the decrease in Hurt
\ ,

.

,

behaviors in the Cdhstuctive Coping condition is not silly interpretable.

. .

,However, in vitw of tlhe frequently reported aggression-el ancing effectv'df

modeled ggression, the relatively strong effect of the proSociaf model

deserves-further attention. One pos'sible reason:6 ,\-compared to

t'h!Iggre_Ssii.ze- 4t. pu L' used in- many other Audies, the aggression Used irithe_ .

present Aggressio 'Version wasre-l-a-ciVEly weak; in other words, the absence
,....._

-I-.-------m
----fiificantdis'& ibiting effects mays imply

"

be -due -to-conserVetiv\/choice

*
1

Of ,In aggre-S'siVe-stimUaus. A second possibilityilL_that-Tmnr.-dg-g-fessive
- Ale - ', .

responSes a_r_e___T-e-lat-tvel
,,\

novel reactions- to threat in-typical television
- ,

prdgrams; consequently: may have bden more attention - getting .than aggression.
L,

A third specially intei.eStitig possibilityAS that middle -class children such as
.

11/

our subjects Wave been sot.ializ to value uon-aggressiVe solutions and,
-t."

.

0

therefore, iMplicitlyy, assign a higher valence 'to a' modeled solytion of this
.

ypq than to.ad:aggresslwe solution. Fdrther research should be directed to
.

clarification o,:s,uch .possible; factors in the impact of nonaggressive models.
. s, n,
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Figure Captions

,Figure lu. Mean frequency and duration of help responses in three viewing

Chilcltren's Responses
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